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Imaginary time step iteration procedure is extended to the 

solution of the Thomas Fermi equations and their modifications. The 

convergence of the procedure is discussed and illustrated by a 

numerical example. The generalization to the finite temperature 

calculations is indicated. 



For simplicity let tis consider a self-interacting one component fermion 

system. The Thomas-Fermi equation for such a system can be obtained by mini

mization of the energy functional 

ETF[P] - /T(--)d
3r * U[p] CD 

where the kinetic energy density T(r) is taken in the local Fermi gas form 

T(r) = ap ' with a * -ft (3TT ) * ' /10ir m f o r sPi n */2 fermions. The potential 

energy U[p] is a functional of p which depends on the (effective) interaction, 

It can also include corrections to the simplest Thomas Fermi approximation of 

T(r) (cf. Ref. II]) and in general depends on various powers of p and its 

derivatives together with non-local contributions from long range forces. 

Minimization of E~-[p] with respect to p subject to the condition 

/pd3r « N (2] 

produces the Thomas-Fermi equation 

hj-j-tp] i C5/3)ap2/3 * 6U/6p = u (3) 

where for later convenience we have introduced the Thomas-Fermi "hamiltonian" 

h-pfp]. The Lagrange multiplier u is simply the Fermi eneTgy. 

Equation (3) for a general functional U is a complicated integrodifferential 

equation which is not easy to solve by conventional methods. However, since it is 

obtained as a result of minimization it seems natural to apply the imaginary time 

step method (Ref,j23) which in the Hartree-Fock case allows for a fast convergence 

to the solution for a most general form of the potential energy functional U[p]. 
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Let us rewri te the equation (3) in a form s imi la r to the Har t ree-

Fock equations 

Kj.plpJ'Kr) = VMT) (4a) 

with the se l f -consis tency condition 

DO) = <fr20) (4b) 

Here <p(r) is an auxilliary "wave function" with no apparent physical 

significance. Its introduction however allows to define the following 

iteration procedure 

+ C»*1) . MV*\™ (X - small) C5a) 

where hi;_ is a numerical interpolation (cf. Ref. [2]) between 

h £ ? = h ^ [ p C n ) ] and h ^ " 1 5 = h T F [ p C n + 1 5 ] . In applying the i terat ions 

(5a) one should normalize ̂  after each step such that 

/I(t(n)]2d3r S fp<-nh\ = N (5b) 

The procedure defined by the relations (5) will converge from an initial 

guess <J> * = [p ] to the solution of the Thomas-Fermi eauation (5). 

The demonstration of this is very similar to the Hartree-Fock case 

(Ref. [2]) and we now hriefly sketch it. 

To first order in A the relations (5a) and (5b) give 

*C"+1) = { l W ° - h W ] } * W
 ( 6 ) 

where 

H W = / d 3
r h ( n ' [ * ( " ) ] 2 f l (7) 

and we have dropped the subscript TF for b rev i ty . 
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2 
Since i p M = p f n + 1 ' - p ^ = -2X[h^n)-u(n']*(n' one gets for the change in 

the energy (1) 

AEn = /h f n )ApC n )d 3r =-2XN[<h(,° >-<hCn)>2] (8) 

. I 2 

where < > denote averaging with $ . I t follows that AE <0 unless th& 
2 2 

solution of the Thoaas-Ferai equation h=u i s reached. Then <h >=<h> and 

AE = ° . n 

We now illustrate the method by solving the Thomas-Fermi equation 

for a simple model of fermions in one space dimension defined in Ref. [3] . 

The reader is referred to Chapter 4 of that work for the definition of the 

potential energy U[p] and the numerical parameters. 

In Fig. 1 we show the Thomas-Fermi hamiltonian h__(p) and the density 

p compared with the Hartree-Fock results. The convergence of the interation 

procedure starting froa a reasonable guess for p^ was typically of the 

ordeT of 20 to 30 iterations. Continuation up to 150 iterations showed 

excellent stability of the procedure. 

The Thomas-Fermi hamiltonian (S) should be independent of r when the 

solution is reached. In Fig. 1 this condition is fulfilled until the density 

becomes of the order of a tenth of the central density.• 

We finally wish to comment on the extension of the method to finite 

temperature regime [4]. The Thomas Fermi equation in this case can be 

obtained by minimizing the free energy functional 

FTFCT.P) » M
3r[TCr) - Tsfr)] + U[p] (8) 
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whero t(r) and s(r) are the kinetic energy and the entropy densities taken 

in the local Fermi gas form 

T(r) = YTF./2(y) (9a) 

s(rj = -Y[yF1/2fy) + § F./2(>0] (9b) 

where the Fermi in teg ra l 

F (y) = I xpdx/(exp(x+y) + l ) , (9c) 

2 3/2 2 Y = (2inT/fi ) /2ir and the parameter y i s the function of 

the density p given by the implicit relation 

P = Y F1/2(y) (9c) 

Using these expressions in (8) and minimizing one obtains the finite 

temperature Thomas-Fermi equation (cf. [5]). 

-Ty(p) + 5U/6p = y (10) 

where y(p) is given by (9c) and IJ is the chemical potential enforcing the 

constraint (2). 

As in the zero temperature case the equation (10) can be rewritten 

in the form (4) with h_F(p) given by the l.h.s. of (10). The iteration 

procedure (5) can then be applied in this case as well. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 - The dependence of the Thomas-Fermi hamiltonian (3) on the distance 

x and the comparison of the Thomas-Fermi density obtained 

by the imaginary time step method (full line) with the Hartree-Fock 

result (dashed line). The units H and E o as in Ref. [3]. 




